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A Budding Industry
Wisconsin hemp growers, retailers and others seize opportunity with
marijuana-related products that are growing in popularity. PAGES 16-19
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Hemp industry getting greener
Businesses trying
hand at growing,
selling products
BY PATRICK LEARY, SARI LESK
pleary@bizjournals.com,
slesk@bizjournals.com

To Dan Nelson, two industries
were born in his lifetime that he
calls meaningful: the internet
and marijuana.
The proprietor of 600 East
Café in Milwaukee’s central business district said he has been
watching the marijuana industry
for years, but hesitated to participate. But in late 2018, when the
federal government recast hemp
as a commodity, rather than a
Schedule I drug, Nelson said he
no longer felt the threat of legal
exposure.
“As an entrepreneur, I was
very interested in participating
in the marketplace, just because
it was being born right in front
of my eyes,” he said. “Why not
try and participate legally, if and
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when we could?”
His café now offers a menu
of curated products that contain
hemp derivative cannabidiol –
better known as CBD – such as
kombucha, instant coffee, capsules, chocolate bars, body balm
and tinctures. His product lineup
joins a growing trend in Milwaukee and across Wisconsin.
Wisconsin’s revived hemp
industry took root in the 2014
federal Farm Bill, which allowed
states to start pilot programs for
hemp growth once the state’s
legislature passed a similar provision. Wisconsin passed the
corresponding bill in December
2016, and that kicked off a rulemaking process that led to 2017
Wisconsin Act 100, passed a year
later.
Under that act, the state started issuing its first licenses to grow
and process hemp in March 2018.
Brian Kuhn, bureau director for
the Wisconsin Department of
Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection (DATCP), said the
state issued 250 growing licenses and 100 processing licenses in

Amanda LaLuzerne of Jewels Caribbean prepares CBD-infused cookies

the two or so months between
when DATCP began licensing
and the start of the growing season in early June.
“A lot of our time was focused
on getting people licensed within the timeframe and approving
seed varieties for them to plant,”
Kuhn said.
The 2018 Farm Bill passed
through Congress late last year,
and Kuhn said that by descheduling industrial hemp from
the Controlled Substances act,
the bill “cleaned up a bunch of
stuff” regarding uncertainty with

hemp. As it stands, product that
contains 0.3% THC, the psychoactive component in cannabis, or
less, qualifies as industrial hemp.
If it exceeds that level, it’s
“non-compliant” and federally
illegal.
Additionally, the latest farm
bill eased the process for moving compliant industrial hemp
across state lines, and also created a path for states to transition from pilot research programs, the current structure
that requires producers to submit data to the state for analysis,
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to a production program without that requirement. That transition could take effect by the
2020 growing season.
“That’s one of the things that
would become easier with the
2018 Farm Bill, when the new
program goes into effect,” Kuhn
said. “That research agreement
would go away from a licensing
requirement standpoint.”
Research agreement notwithstanding, DATCP has seen
a spike in licenses issued for the
2019 growing season. Kuhn said
DATCP has licensed 1,400 growers and 600 processors for the
upcoming season.
“It shows the exuberance,
interest, and the need for another commodity crop that will
provide a better price than what
corn and soybeans are providing
currently,” Kuhn said.
NEW OPPORTUNITIES
The exuberance extends
beyond the fields and into the
retail sector. Stacy Peterson,
founder and CEO of Big Bend-

based food ingredient company
Connoils Inc., plans to convert
the organization’s current headquarters into an aquaponic grow
facility once Connoils moves into
a new building.
Peterson was especially
encouraged by CBD oil’s reported positive effects on children
with seizure disorders like epilepsy. Connoils is also in the process of developing its own retail

CBD line.
Connoils employs registered
nurse Sonja Hintz to help with
its CBD operations. Hintz, who
has extensive experience working with autistic patients, said
she’s received positive reviews
of CBD’s effectiveness with people who deal with autism.
“Because a lot of these kids
need to be in the home, the
parents have reported it helps

with sleep,
b e hav i o r
outbursts
and general
well being
for them,”
Hintz said.
Brad Dallet, Husch Blackwell
In preparation for the conversion of their
headquarters into a grow facility,
Peterson and Connoils attempted a trial run of growth in tents
inside the building. The end
product Connoils produced hit a
snag that many others encountered during the pilot program’s
first year: because of external circumstances (cross pollination, in
this case), Connoils’ grow had a
0.42% THC concentration and
the product had to be burned.
“If there’s any cross pollination going on, you could risk
your THC going too high and
have to burn it down,” Peterson
said. “You have to be so careful
with what you’re purchasing.”
Glen Miller, an experienced
farmer in East Troy, had a similar
experience on a larger scale during the 2018 hemp season. Miller
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said he and his partners bought
seeds that caused his THC concentration to narrowly exceed
the legally allowed limit, and he
too had to confiscate his crop,
resulting in a five-figure financial loss.
Miller said the state of Wisconsin banned the seeds he
bought between the past and
upcoming growing season.
“It was a big learning curve,”
he said. “It’s still a total crapshoot
as far as how it’s going to test.
There’s going to be people losing
a lot of money.”
That last point is one that
scares hemp farming consultant Doug Jones. He spent two
decades in Canada’s hemp
industry, but recently returned
to Wisconsin as the pilot program got going.
Jones believes at least 40% of
people who attempted to grow
hemp in the first year ended up
with a non-compliant, or “hot,”
product with too high a concentration of THC. He’s concerned
that many farmers are being
sold bad seeds from out of state,
in part due to the massive surge
in demand as the number of
licensed growers spikes.
“People are already being taken advantage of,” he said. “People
I’ve seen, the product is definitely hotter than they think.”
Jones’ perception of shady
dealings extends to the retail
CBD industry, as he said he was
sold olive oil purported to be CBD
oil at a store in Madison. With the
growth surge brought on by what
he believes is too loose of a licensing process, and his observation
of how the hemp industry has
progressed in states like Colorado and Oregon, Jones is worried
that things could quickly take a
turn for the worse in Wisconsin.
“It’s causing an absolute saturation in a market that’s not
established yet,” he said. “It’s just
toxic, what’s coming.”

“My recommendation
to anybody in the
state of Wisconsin is
walk before you run.”
STACY PETERSON, Connoils Inc.

Brewed Cafe

Still, people like Peterson and
Miller are committed to pursuing
the industry’s potential benefits,
albeit with some caution derived
from their experiences last year.
“My recommendation to anybody in the state of Wisconsin
is walk before you run,” Peterson said. “People need to educate themselves and be a little
bit leery. People that have educated themselves better, they’re
going to stay the course. Those
that think they’re just going to
make a really quick high dollar
figure right here need to be a little bit more cautious.”
FINDING SHELF SPACE
Despite the growing pains,
the end products are finding
homes around Milwaukee in
stores and restaurants.
Tracy Johnson, president and
chief executive officer of Commercial Association of Realtors
Wisconsin, said members of
her organization are reporting
increased interest from retailers seeking space to operate
stores that sell CBD products.
A number have popped up in
recent months around greater
Milwaukee.
Indiana-based Simon Property Group Inc., for example,
recently reached an agreement

with Ohio-based Green Growth
Brands to bring its Seventh Sense
Botanical Therapy stores to 108 of
its operations. The store sells personal care products infused with
CBD, such as body lotions, muscle balms and sugar scrubs.
In a statement, Simon Malls
president John Rulli said his
company brought on Green
Growth Brands because it is
always looking for “cutting-edge
new concepts.”
“We are committed to adding new and dynamic retailers
and uses to our shopping destinations, and the GGB shopping
experience is exactly the type of
innovation our customers want
and expect from us,” Rulli said.
Locally, Green Growth Brands
announced stores for Mayfair
Mall in Wauwatosa and Southridge Mall in Greendale.
Attorneys who focus on retail
real estate are seeing more interest as well. Husch Blackwell LLP
partner Brad Dallet said he has
seen growth in CBD retailers
over the past six months, starting around the same time President Donald Trump signed the
new Farm Bill into law.
He said he has been involved
in a couple of deals so far for
CBD retailers and that he is finding landlords are receptive to the

idea.
Dallet said the type of deal
Green Growth Brands struck
with Simon can be a complicated matter to navigate. Mall operators must review all of their
existing leases to see what prohibited and exclusive uses they
contain.
With the potential that some
CBD retailers are preparing for
the day when marijuana is legalized in Wisconsin, Dallet said
landlords have to consider not
just current store plans but also
future operations.
“If you have a major retailer
who says there shall be no paraphernalia and no marijuana and
those sorts of things being sold
in the center, maybe right now,
the tenant has a CBD store and
does not violate that,” Dallet said.
“If you gave the CBD store rights
to any ‘legal use,’ and in the
future, marijuana became legal,
they would have the right to sell
marijuana.”
Should the state’s view of
marijuana change, at least one
Milwaukee-area retailer wants
to add THC-containing products to its lineup. James Dean, a
partner in West Allis-based Pure
Golden Botanicals, said the market would dictate that the store
must carry marijuana.
So far, that’s only a hypothetical. Wisconsin continues to prohibit marijuana for medical or
recreational uses, although the
attitude is shifting in favor both
nationally and in-state. Across
the U.S., many states are legalizing the drug for medicinal purposes, and sometimes also for
recreational.
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Here in Wisconsin, Marquette
University Law School’s April
poll found 59% of voters say marijuana should be legal; 83% support medicinal marijuana with a
doctor’s prescription.
Democratic Gov. Tony Evers’
budget proposal calls for a medical marijuana program and
the decriminalization of some
offenses related to up to 25 grams
of marijuana. GOP leaders have
reportedly said they plan to
remove the item from the budget and that it needs to be debated separately.
For now, Dean said Pure Golden Botanicals would focus on
selling its CBD products and educating the market. Since opening in February, Dean said the
stand-alone store at 91st Street
and National Avenue has been
gaining traffic through word of
mouth.
“We want to make sure people
have information about CBDs,
how to use them, how do you
figure out what’s the best product for what they’re looking for,”
Dean said.
Nelson similarly said he wants
to offer education through the
CBD menu at 600 East Café. He
said he believes a professional
environment like his restaurant
creates a safe space for people to
learn more.
“One thing that’s very important is the education and exposure to the general population
here that these products aren’t
dark, dirty and dangerous,” he
said. “These products can be
very beneficial, and our environment actually is a great platform
to bring that to market in a way
that’s very welcoming. It’s not
scary, you don’t feel like you’re
doing something illegal.”
The café may someday incorporate CBD oil as an ingredient

R LEGAL HEMP
PRODUCTION IN WISCONSIN
1970: Hemp becomes a
Schedule I drug under the
Controlled Substances
Act, ending hemp farming
in the U.S.

In addition to CBD, hemp is used for clothes,
threads and traditional craft baskets.

in their house-made items, Nelson said, but for now his model
is exclusively retail.
Other businesses around
Milwaukee are preparing foods
and beverages that contain CBD.
Brewed Cafe on Brady Street,
for instance, allows customers
to purchase CBD shots for their
beverages. The café also creates
its own CBD-infused beverages,
such as a peach CBD blueberry
iced tea.
Café owner Sheila PufahlBettin said Brewed started offering CBD oil during the winter,
a move that has generated customer interest and questions. At
this time, she said, the café will
stick with beverages, but Brewed
may eventually branch into CBDinfused food.
CHANGING THE MENU
Other restaurants in the area
are taking a different approach,
such as Jewels Caribbean Restaurant on Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. Drive in Milwaukee. On April
20 – a day widely regarded as an
unofficial holiday to celebrate
cannabis – the restaurant served
a menu of foods and cocktails
infused with CBD. Speakers also
attended to talk about the laws
at play.

The menu included jerk wings
prepared with CBD-infused olive
oil, chocolate chip cookies made
with CBD-infused butter, rasta
pasta and other options.
“I want to help educate and
make people understand it’s not
a bad thing,” said Natasha Jules,
restaurant co-owner and general
manager. “It’s a plant.”
She said the CBD-infused
options were intended to be
one-day-only, but after its positive reception, the restaurant will
add some items to its permanent
menu. The restaurant also wants
to make a medical professional available to answer customer
questions about CBD, she said.
The experimentation with
CBD by local restaurants is part
of a statewide trend in food service, according to Wisconsin
Restaurant Association executive vice president Susan Quam.
The WRA is fielding questions
every day about how operators
can incorporate CBD, Quam said.
Most businesses have been interested in adding CBD to drinks.
Quam pointed to a survey released in January by the
National Restaurant Association, which named CBD-infused
drinks as the No. 1 trend in food
and beverages.

2014: President Obama
signs the federal Farm Bill,
allowing states to begin
pilot research programs
for hemp production.
2017: Wisconsin Act 100
is signed into law by Gov.
Scott Walker, establishing
Wisconsin’s pilot hemp
growth program.
March 2018: Wisconsin
issues its first hemp
licenses for growers and
processors under the new
program.
Dec. 2018: A new federal
Farm Bill de-schedules
industrial hemp, cannabis
with less than 0.3% THC
from the Controlled
Substances Act and
creates a path for states
to begin full-scale hemp
production without the
research requirements of
the pilot programs.

She said many are looking
for guidance about what they
can and cannot do with CBD as
operators aim to meet consumer demand. Her organization
answers questions on a caseby-case basis but is waiting on
a finalized policy from the state
before formalizing its recommendations, she said.
“What CBD oil products you
can put in food is still in flux,”
she said. “(Operators) should
really strongly consider where
they’re getting their CBD oil from
and where it’s derived from.”
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